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Mohammed bin Salman in Saudi Arabia, and a presi-
dent in Turkey named Erdogan.” His comments came
hours after US President Donald Trump was quoted by
the Wall Street Journal as saying that the crown prince
bore ultimate responsibility for the operation that led to
Khashoggi’s death. Trump said he wanted to believe
Prince Mohammed when he said lower level officials
were to blame for Khashoggi’s death. But the US presi-
dent suggested responsibility lay higher up. “Well, the
prince is running things over there more so at this
stage. He’s running things and so if anybody were going
to be, it would be him,” Trump said. Trump also said the
Saudis had a “very bad original concept” in killing the
59-year-old Saudi insider-turned-critic. “It was carried
out poorly and the cover-up was one of the worst in the
history of cover-ups,” Trump said.

Faced with mounting calls for tough measures by US
lawmakers across the political spectrum, the US State
Department said it had identified 21 Saudis whose visas
would either be revoked or who would be ineligible for
future visas. “We are making very clear that the United
States does not tolerate this kind of action to silence
Mr Khashoggi, a journalist, through violence,” US
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said. British Prime
Minister Teresa May said Britain was “taking action
against all suspects to prevent them entering the UK. If
these individuals currently have visas, those visas will
be revoked today”. France also weighed in, saying it
would take “punitive measures” if Saudi Arabia was
“proven” to be behind the murder.

Turkish pro-government media reported yesterday
that Turkish intelligence had shared “all the evidence”
with the CIA gathered from its investigation into the
killing of the Washington Post columnist. The evidence
included video and audio recordings from the consulate
and the consul’s residence and were shared with visit-
ing CIA chief Gina Haspel, Sabah newspaper reported.
The whereabouts of Khashoggi’s corpse is stil l

unknown.
The Future Investment Initiative conference in

Riyadh was overshadowed by Khashoggi’s killing, with
more than two dozen high-level participants withdraw-
ing. But Saudi Arabia showed it could still do business
despite the furor, signing deals worth $50 billion at the
conference on Tuesday. The event was attended by
hundreds of bankers and company executives.

Prince Mohammed, 33, architect of Saudi Arabia’s
reform drive, was upbeat on the economy, predicting
growth of 2.5 percent this year. He seemed relaxed on
the panel he shared with Bahrain’s Prince Salman and
Hariri. He joked about Hariri’s detention in the kingdom
last year, saying the Lebanese prime minister was free
to leave after attending the conference. “Prime Minister
Saad is staying in the kingdom for two days so I hope
you don’t spread rumors that he was kidnapped,”
Prince Mohammed, who is also known as MBS, said.
Hariri, who has Saudi citizenship, was summoned to
Riyadh a year ago, briefly detained and compelled to
resign as prime minister in a speech read out on televi-
sion from Saudi until France intervened to free him. 

The Saudi central bank governor sought to reassure
foreign banks that withdrew from the conference that
they would not be penalized and may apply for licenses
to operate in the country, the Middle East’s largest econ-
omy. So far there have been no mega announcements at
the conference, in stark contrast to last year’s event that
announced plans to build a $500 billion mega-city.

During the panel MBS touted Saudi Arabia’s success
in its efforts to transform its oil-dependent economy
and make the deeply conservative kingdom a more tol-
erant society. “All our projects are going ahead, reform
is going ahead, our war on extremism is going ahead,
our war on terrorism is going ahead...our efforts won’t
stop no matter how they try to constrain us,” he said.

Despite the boycott of the investment conference
by big hitters, including in Wall Street, some senior
international bankers including from HSBC and
Japan’s biggest lender MUFG attended. Lucid Motors
chief technology officer Peter Rawlinson was also
present and the US company had a dedicated stand
at the venue. In September Saudi Arabia’s Public
Investment Fund agreed to invest more than $1 billion
in Lucid as part of Saudi efforts to diversify the oil-
dependent economy. — Agencies 
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the offices of rising Democratic star, US Senator
Kamala Harris.

The White House swiftly condemned the attempted
attacks. “These terrorizing acts are despicable, and
anyone responsible will be held accountable to the
fullest extent of the law,” said Press Secretary Sarah
Sanders, adding that Trump and his administration were
“monitoring closely”. Trump himself confined his
remarks to retweeting a condemnation from Vice
President Mike Pence against the “cowardly” acts,
adding: “I agree wholeheartedly!”

CNN evacuated its New York bureau yesterday
after the pipe bomb together with an envelope contain-
ing white powder was found in the mailroom. A bomb
squad secured the device and removed it for investiga-
tion, police said. The packaging was addressed care of
CNN to former CIA director John Brennan, who has
worked as a television analyst but not for the channel.

The Secret Service recovered the package
addressed to Clinton at the home she shares with her
husband, former president Bill Clinton, in Chappaqua,
north of Manhattan on Tuesday, as well as a second
package addressed to the Obama residence in
Washington yesterday. Clinton, speaking in Miami,
thanked the Secret Service for intercepting the pack-
age and raised concerns about what she called a “trou-
bling time” in America. “It’s a time of deep divisions,
and we have to do everything we can to bring our
country together,” she said.

In New York, Mayor Bill de Blasio condemned “an
effort to terrorize” as he and fellow Democrat Cuomo
appealed to all elected officials, including a veiled ref-
erence to the US president, to tone down rhetoric.

“Don’t encourage violence, don’t encourage hatred,
don’t encourage attacks on media,” said the mayor. The
Republican president came under a torrent of criticism
for recently endorsing the body slamming of a reporter.
“Unfortunately this atmosphere of hatred is contribut-
ing to the choices people are making,” said de Blasio.
“The way to stop that is turn back the other way, to
bring down the temperature, to end any messages of
violence against people we disagree with and this has
to start at the top.”

There has been no claim of responsibility and no one
was yet thought to have been arrested. The Secret
Service said the packages were “immediately identified
during routine mail screening procedures” and that nei-
ther Clinton or Obama were ever at risk of receiving
them. Republican lawmakers quickly followed the White
House in issuing condemnations, just over a year after a
shooter angry about Trump shot four people at a con-
gressional baseball practice near Washington.

“Violence and terror have no place in our politics or
anywhere else,” tweeted senior Republican lawmaker
Steve Scalise, who was shot and seriously injured at the
baseball practice in June 2017. The top Republican law-
maker, Mitch McConnell, condemned what he called
“attempted acts of domestic terrorism”. Soros, the tar-
get of the first device, has long been a hate figure for
rightwing groups and lives in Bedford, New York, not
far from the Clintons.

The 88-year-old hedge fund tycoon is one of the
world’s richest men with an estimated net worth of $8.3
billion and a prominent philanthropist. Soros supported
Clinton, Trump’s election rival in 2016, and has been
accused by nationalists the world over of sponsoring
protests and seeking to push a liberal, multicultural
agenda. Earlier this month, Trump accused Soros of
paying demonstrators to protest against the nomination
of Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh, who was
accused of attempted rape in high school. Soros has
also been falsely accused of funding the caravan of
migrants moving north from Honduras through Mexico
en route to the US border. — AFP 
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“It gives deaf people space off-campus, a place to
come to and socialize, eat food with other deaf people
and meet other deaf people as well, and the deaf
employees,” she told AFP. “When I go to a normal
Starbucks, I either talk and hope they can hear me and
understand, or I show them my order on my phone,” she
explained. “Here, your name appears on a screen, which
I really, really like, because when they call my order I
don’t have to try to hear it - it’s right on the screen.”

The store has other specific features designed to
embrace and celebrate deaf culture - one is the “sign of

the week”. Right now, it’s for coffee: two closed fists,
one on top of the other, rotating in a move that brings
to mind a coffee grinder. There are also special mugs
for sale with designs by a deaf artist, and a transcrip-
tion of how to sign the logo of the store. Starbucks says
the initiative is aimed at bringing diverse communities
together. It comes six months after the arrest of two
black men in a Philadelphia store that sparked accusa-
tions of racism.

The opening got a boost from the presence of
Oscar-winning deaf actress Marlee Matlin. Seated on
an outside patio with their coffees, retired couple
Albert and Peggy Hlibok said they had come to the
store to “intermingle with the hearing world”. “I think
it’s a wonderful opportunity for all of us,” said Peggy,
with the help of an interpreter. “It will teach people not
to be afraid to communicate with deaf people. They can
see it’s just part of who we are, part of our lives, part of
the diversity of life.” — AFP 

First Starbucks 
sign language...

SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook Inc said yesterday that
company moderators during the last quarter removed
8.7 million user images of child nudity with the help of
previously undisclosed software that automatically
flags such photos. The machine learning tool rolled out
over the last year identifies images that contain both
nudity and a child, allowing increased enforcement of
Facebook’s ban on photos that show minors in a sexual-
ized context. A similar system also disclosed yesterday
catches users engaged in “grooming,” or befriending
minors for sexual exploitation.

Facebook’s global head of safety Antigone Davis
told Reuters in an interview that the “machine helps us
prioritize” and “more efficiently queue” problematic
content for the company’s trained team of reviewers.
The company is exploring applying the same technolo-
gy to its Instagram app.

Under pressure from regulators and lawmakers,
Facebook has vowed to speed up removal of extremist
and illicit material. Machine learning programs that sift
through the billions of pieces of content users post
each day are essential to its plan. Machine learning is
imperfect, and news agencies and advertisers are
among those that have complained this year about
Facebook’s automated systems wrongly blocking their
posts. Davis said the child safety systems would make
mistakes but users could appeal. “We’d rather err on
the side of caution with children,” she said.

Facebook’s rules for years have banned even family
photos of lightly clothed children uploaded with “good

intentions”, concerned about how others might abuse
such images. Before the new software, Facebook relied
on users or its adult nudity filters to catch child images.
A separate system blocks child pornography that has
previously been reported to authorities. Facebook has
not previously disclosed data on child nudity removals,
though some would have been counted among the 21
million posts and comments it removed in the first quar-
ter for sexual activity and adult nudity. 

Facebook said the program, which learned from its
collection of nude adult photos and clothed children
photos, has led to more removals. It makes exceptions
for art and history, such as the Pulitzer Prize-winning
photo of a naked girl fleeing a Vietnam War napalm
attack. The child grooming system evaluates factors
such as how many people have blocked a particular
user and whether that user quickly attempts to contact
many children, Davis said.

Michelle DeLaune, chief operating officer at the
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
(NCMEC), said the organization expects to receive
about 16 million child porn tips worldwide this year
from Facebook and other tech companies, up from 10
million last year. With the increase, NCMEC said it is
working with Facebook to develop software to decide
which tips to assess first.

Still, DeLaune acknowledged that a crucial blind
spot is encrypted chat apps and secretive “dark web”
sites where much of new child pornography originates.
Encryption of messages on Facebook-owned

WhatsApp, for example, prevents machine learning
from analyzing them. DeLaune said NCMEC would
educate tech companies and “hope they use creativity”
to address the issue. 

Meanwhile, Facebook on Tuesday announced an
overhaul of its Messenger smartphone app in an effort
to simplify the service for its 1.3 billion monthly global
users. The social network began rolling out a redesigned
version featuring three tabs instead of nine, saying it
was “going back to its roots” seven years after the
standalone app’s launch. “We build one feature after
another; they’re piling up,” Messenger chief Stan
Chudnovsky said of the service, which has grown from a
simple messaging app to one that lets users make video

calls, send money and more.
The updated tabs allow users to navigate between

their conversations under “Chats”, stories and contacts
at “People,” and “Discovery,” which is devoted to games
and exchanges with businesses. Facebook has posi-
tioned Messenger as a tool for businesses to efficiently
handle customer questions or concerns. Talking to cus-
tomers via the app is free - but businesses can also pay
for Facebook ads that let customers start a conversation
or visit their page with one click. Messenger is part of
Facebook’s effort to expand outside the social network -
particularly when it comes to staying relevant to mobile
lifestyles and younger people, who have been moving
away from the service. — Agencies  
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RIYADH: Participants arrive to attend a session of the Future Investment Initiative conference in the Saudi capital yesterday. - AFP 


